The gene encoding the GTPase KRAS is frequently mutated in pancreatic, lung, and colorectal cancers. The KRAS fraction in the plasma membrane (PM) correlates with activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and subsequent cellular proliferation. Understanding KRAS's interaction with the PM is challenging given the complexity of the cellular environment. To gain insight into key components necessary for KRAS signal transduction at the PM, we used synthetic membranes such as liposomes and giant unilamellar vesicles. Using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy, we demonstrated that KRAS and Raf-1 proto-oncogene Ser/Thr kinase (RAF1) domains interact with these membranes primarily through electrostatic interactions with negatively charged lipids reinforced by additional interactions involving phosphatidyl ethanolamine and cholesterol. We found that the RAF1 region spanning RBD through CRD (RBDCRD) interacts with the membrane significantly more strongly than the isolated RBD or CRD domains and synergizes KRAS partitioning to the membrane. We also found that calmodulin and phosphodiesterase 6 delta (PDE6␦), but not galectin3 previously proposed to directly interact with KRAS, passively sequester KRAS and prevent it from partitioning into the PM. RAF1 RBDCRD interacted with membranes preferentially at nonraft lipid domains. Moreover, a C-terminal O-methylation was crucial for KRAS membrane localization. These results contribute to a better understanding of how the KRAS-membrane interaction is tuned by multiple factors whose identification could inform drug discovery efforts to disrupt this critical interaction in diseases such as cancer.
The gene encoding the GTPase KRAS is frequently mutated in pancreatic, lung, and colorectal cancers. The KRAS fraction in the plasma membrane (PM) correlates with activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and subsequent cellular proliferation. Understanding KRAS's interaction with the PM is challenging given the complexity of the cellular environment. To gain insight into key components necessary for KRAS signal transduction at the PM, we used synthetic membranes such as liposomes and giant unilamellar vesicles. Using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy, we demonstrated that KRAS and Raf-1 proto-oncogene Ser/Thr kinase (RAF1) domains interact with these membranes primarily through electrostatic interactions with negatively charged lipids reinforced by additional interactions involving phosphatidyl ethanolamine and cholesterol. We found that the RAF1 region spanning RBD through CRD (RBDCRD) interacts with the membrane significantly more strongly than the isolated RBD or CRD domains and synergizes KRAS partitioning to the membrane. We also found that calmodulin and phosphodiesterase 6 delta (PDE6␦), but not galectin3 previously proposed to directly interact with KRAS, passively sequester KRAS and prevent it from partitioning into the PM. RAF1 RBDCRD interacted with membranes preferentially at nonraft lipid domains. Moreover, a C-terminal O-methylation was crucial for KRAS membrane localization. These results contribute to a better understanding of how the KRAS-membrane interaction is tuned by multiple factors whose identification could inform drug discovery efforts to disrupt this critical interaction in diseases such as cancer.
The GTPase KRAS is frequently mutated in pancreatic (98%), lung (31%), and colorectal cancer (45%) (1) . RAS GTPases are implicated in cellular proliferation through activation of the MAPK 2 pathway. They are primarily anchored at the membrane through lipidated hypervariable regions (HVR) which are responsible for localization to specific microdomains (2, 3) . A RAS anchor consists of two components: a C-terminal S-farnesyl cysteine carboxymethyl ester, common to all isoforms, and a second determinant that comprises mono-palmitoylation of NRAS and KRAS4A, duo-palmitoylation of HRAS, and a polybasic domain of six lysines in KRAS4B, the predominantly expressed splice variant of KRAS, hereafter referred to as KRAS.
The PM is the boundary of the cell, separating the cell from its surroundings. It is a dynamic and heterogeneous cellular subsystem as it interacts with proteins that perform a myriad of different functions necessary for regulating cellular processes, interacting with external environment or neighboring cells, or responding to stimuli. Many cytoplasmic proteins are recruited to the PM and other cellular membranes during cell signaling and membrane trafficking. These proteins are collectively known as peripheral proteins (as opposed to integral membrane proteins) or amphitrophic proteins. Peripheral proteins use different strategies for reversible membrane interactions. Many peripheral proteins contain one or more modular domains specialized in lipid binding. These lipid-binding structural modules, also known as membrane-targeting domains, include PKC conserved 1 (C1); PKC conserved 2 (C2); pleckstrin homology (PH); Fab1, YOTB, Vac1, and EEA1 (FYVE); Phox (PX); epsin N-terminal homology (ENTH); AP180 N-terminal homology (ANTH); Bin amphiphysin Rvs (BAR); band 4.1, ezrin, radixin, moesin (FERM); and tubby domains (4) .
In the case of the MAP kinase pathway, KRAS and RAF1 come together at the PM to give rise to an activated RAF1 through a set of mechanisms which are still not fully understood. Here a reductionist approach is used to exclusively identify individual behavior and interaction with a limited number of components. KRAS has been shown to interact preferentially with negatively charged lipid in a fluid phase (5, 6) . KRAS/RAF localization to the membrane is the main step that drives activation of the MAPK signaling pathway. In this study, we perform a quantitative membrane interaction analysis of KRAS and RAF1 domains to decipher the key components modulating KRAS/RAF1 interplay at the membrane and understand their involvement in the MAPK pathway activation (7) (8) (9) . Here we use a combination of qualitative confocal imaging data and quantitative parameters extracted from surface plasmon resonance SPR data (10, 11) such as membrane-associated protein fractions, kinetics of desorption, partition coefficients, and membrane stoichiometry to systematically interrogate KRAS and RAF1 interaction with artificial membranes. We assessed the impact of lipid compositions variation and quantified the impact of various binding partners and posttranslational modification on KRAS membrane interaction.
Results

Quantitative SPR analysis
Mathematical models were used to allow quantification of the SPR sensorgrams and subsequent biological conclusions. The previously described steady-state and dissociation models were used as a basis (11) . They were further implemented with free energy and membrane-associated protein fraction calculations to allow representation of the fractional membrane-associated values with respect to the free energy of membrane partitioning. A new formalism is also described to extract the average amount of protein adsorbed at the surface of individual liposomes. All equations and rationale for the SPR data analysis are detailed below.
Free energy and fraction of membrane-associated proteinsThe mathematical model described by Figueira et al. (11) , specifically Equations 1 and 2, was applied to calculate the partition coefficient from the SPR sensorgrams shown in Equation 1:
where RU S and RU L , respectively, are the solute membrane association response unit and the total lipid deposition response; ␥ L is the lipid molar volume; K P is the partition coefficient and [S] w is the solute concentration in the aqueous phase;
and M S and M L are the molecular mass of the solute and lipids, respectively. For some data sets, Equation 2, also from Figueira et al. (11) , allowed the determination of the lipid-to-solute ratio.
where is the lipid:solute molar ratio at membrane saturation. The Gibbs free energy of the protein transfer from the aqueous phase into the lipid phase is then calculated using Equation 3:
where R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
To calculate the fraction of membrane-associated protein per vesicle for each of the lipid:protein combinations, Equation 4 was applied:
Here, [L] is half of the total lipid concentration (M) at the surface of the chip. In fact, the proteins used here cannot permeate the bilayer and can therefore only partition to the outer leaflet. 55.6 ϭ the molar concentration of water.
Residence time-Protein half-life values on various liposomes were obtained following the dissociation formalism of Figueira et al. (11) seen in Equations 5 and 6:
and
Here, S L (t) is the membrane-associated solute fraction at a given time, t; S L,r is the retained solute fraction at t ϭ ∞; ␣ and ␤ are the fractional contribution of each population; and ͗k off ͘ is the weight-averaged rate of membrane release. For a given dissociation time t ϭ , S L () was obtained using the linearized formalism of Figueira et al. shown 
in Equation 7
:
where RU S,diss and RU S,max correspond to the sensorgram dissociation response values and the maximum association response values, respectively. Stoichiometry-Conventional SPR formalism at the steady state was used to determine the average amount of protein adsorbed at the surface of individual liposomes as seen in Equation 8 :
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Here, N is the number of solute molecules adsorbed at the membrane. M Lipo , the molecular weight of a liposome, is calculated using Equation 9:
where 4(d/2) 2 is the surface of one of the monolayers of the liposome, d is the diameter of the liposome, h is the thickness of the bilayer, and a is the lipid headgroup area of one lipid molecule. For the calculated stoichiometries, the above equation was simplified to a DOPC containing liposome only using Equation 10:
KRAS lipid preference
The importance of negatively charged lipids in KRAS membrane adsorption is well-documented (12) . KRAS interactions with other lipid headgroups have been less extensively studied. To determine the relative importance of lipid headgroups in KRAS membrane interaction, the seven most abundant lipid headgroups were incorporated in liposomes. The same dioleoyl acyl chain was chosen for all phospholipids to allow direct comparison of specific headgroup effects. A dioleoyl aliphatic tail ensures that at experimental temperatures all liposomes are in a liquid disordered (Ld) fluid phase (13) . Relative proportions of incorporated lipids were determined based on a Madin-Darby canine kidney cell plasma membrane lipidomic analysis (14) . Available knowledge of flippase-driven asymmetry between the inner and outer leaflets (15) was used to adjust our lipid compositions L3 to L10 as reported in Table 1 . Hereafter the various liposome compositions will be referred by their number in Table 1 . Liposomes L1 to L10 were used to analyze headgroupspecific interactions. Among them, 9 of 10 lipid compositions were designed to have an estimated 30% negative net charge, allowing determination of specific headgroup preferences beyond the well-established electrostatic interaction between the polybasic HVR and acidic lipids (16) . By duplicating one lipid composition (L6 and L8), we incorporated a technical replicate that was used as a control in all experiments. Some liposome mixtures were characterized using HPLC-CAD which confirmed incorporation of most lipids. Only PIP2, notoriously difficult to incorporate in liposomes, incorporated below the 0.3% CAD detection limit (Table 1 and Fig. S1 ).
KRAS exhibits good association and dissociation behavior for most lipid compositions as displayed on Fig. 1A for L6. Analysis of the fractions of membrane-associated protein shows a charge-based distribution (Fig. 1, B and C) . All charged liposomes showing good partition at the membrane (ϳ80 to over 90% membrane associated) whereas the neutral L1 composition is only 13% membrane associated. At 30% charge we calculated ϳ8 kJ/mol difference in partitioning energy between noncharged and charged membranes, similar to values that had been reported previously (17) . This representation confirms that even small contributions to the partitioning energy can shift the fraction of membrane-associated KRAS protein significantly. It is to be noted that liposomes containing the phosphatidic acid (PA) headgroup (L2) yielded a slightly lower partition in the membrane than liposomes containing PS (L3) suggesting a stronger contribution of PS over PA at similar net charge (Fig.  1, B and C) . Various compositions of lipid headgroups gave rise to specific dissociation patterns. For all compositions a rapid dissociation in the order of seconds is observed. Membrane dissociation of farnesylated peptides in the order of seconds was observed previously with intervesicle exchange experiments (18, 19) . With this more quantitative analysis we show that KRAS displays a single fast-dissociating population with a half-life of 7 s from neutral L1 lipids. For all negatively charged liposomes, however, two populations of fast and slow dissociation rates were observed (Fig. 1, D and E and Table S1 ).
Interestingly, Fig. 1D and Table S1 show a gradual increase in the weight-averaged dissociation half-life from lipid compositions L2-L3 containing only PS or PA (ϳ16 s) to the ones containing PS, PE, and cholesterol L4 -L9 (ϳ27 s). Although the slow dissociating KRAS population is generated by addition of negatively charged lipids, its ratio (ϳ0.6) appears doubled with respect to the negatively charged lipids molar ratio (ϳ0. 3) . To further analyze the effect of the lipid headgroups, Equations 2 and 8 were used to calculate KRAS stoichiometry and lipid-tosolute ratios . Fig. 2A shows that the two PS-containing lipid compositions L3 and L5, which are cholesterol free, can accommodate more KRAS molecules (ϳ3500 versus ϳ2300) and thus showed low values of 47 (Table S3 ). The same observation was made with the HVR (data not shown). Beyond the headgroup selectivity, acyl chains were also investigated. Maintaining a 30% net charge with a PS headgroup, various acyl chains were used to generate specific lipid phases. Results show a significant impact of acyl chain variations on KRAS membrane adsorption (Fig. 2C) . Acyl chain yielding fluid phase such as L3 led to good KRAS membrane partitioning, with over 90% of the protein at the membrane. Whereas acyl chains forming liquidordered (L14) or gel phases (L13) led to no partitioning of KRAS in the membrane despite their overall net negative charges. These relative partitioning values for various lipid phases correlate well with the available data published. In a recent study by Hancock and co-workers (12), when 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phospho-L-serine (DSPS) was added exogenously into cells depleted in PS lipids, which favors gel-or liquid-ordered phases formation, there was significant reduction in the localization of KRAS to the PM. Winter and co-workers had also shown poor KRAS membrane translocation in GUVs containing PS liquid-ordered regions (6, 20 -22) . These results were obtained using a semisynthetic version of KRAS, however. We reproduced these results using fully processed eGFP-KRAS and showed how electrostatic interactions affect KRAS partitioning (Fig. 2D, upper panel) . More subtle differences such as the importance of asymmetric lipid tails were also suggested to have an impact on KRAS nanoclustering and membrane localization outcomes (12) . Our results yielded equivalent KRAS membrane partitioning for the symmetric lipid DOPS (L3) versus asymmetric POPS (L18) lipid and a slight increase in KRAS stoichiometry per liposome at saturation is noticed for the asymmetric POPS (Fig. S3 ). To further analyze the effect of the Quantitative analysis of KRAS membrane interaction side chain, the experiments were performed at 37°C. Higher temperature increases disorder of the lipid aliphatic chains leading to less partitioning in the membrane (Fig. S3 ).
RAF1 domains (RBD, CRD, and RBDCRD) lipid preference
RAF1 kinase is known to interact with the plasma membrane via the cysteine-rich domain (23, 24) . We carried out a series of membrane partitioning analyses using three segments of RAF1 kinase to interrogate their ability to partition in synthetic membranes and determine their relative contribution to partitioning. RAF1 kinase fragments, RBD (RAF1 52-131), CRD (RAF1 136 -188), and RBDCRD (RAF1 52-188) were expressed and purified. Because PS (23, 24) and PA (23, 25) were previously reported to contribute to RAF1 membrane partitioning, the same 10 lipid compositions (L1-L10) were used to test their relative partitioning into inner leaflet mimicking model membranes. Using Equation 8, RBDCRD stoichiometry per liposome was calculated and displayed on Fig. 2B . Membrane fraction calculation of the RAF1 fragments unexpectedly revealed a striking difference for RBDCRD compared with individual domains of RBD and CRD. Seventy-five percent of RBDCRD partitions into the negatively charged L6 membrane, whereas only 4% of RBD and 19% of CRD bind to L6 (Fig. 2E ). As RBD-CRD displayed the most significant partitioning, a thorough analysis of its lipid preferences was performed (Fig. 3) . Akin to KRAS, RBDCRD exhibits good association and dissociation behavior as displayed on Fig. 3A . As expected, the interaction is electrostatically driven, as only the noncharged DOPC liposomes showed no partitioning. Liposomes containing high amounts of DOPE and cholesterol showed highest partitioning Liposome net charges at pH 7.4 were determined based on estimated mole percentages based on lipid headgroup pKa. Calculated potentials are displayed. S.D. based on averages of three measurements are in parentheses. Hydrodynamic size reported refers to the diameter as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), error bars ϳ Ϯ 3 nm. Lipid compositions L11 and L12 were prepared only as giant vesicles; therefore, their size exceeded microns, and DLS measurements are not applicable (NA). Cells were left empty when the corresponding lipid (column) was not added to a specific liposome composition (row). 
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with 70 and 75% protein membrane associated for the replicates L6 and L8. It is also worth noting that RBDCRD showed less partitioning in liposomes containing DOPA than those containing DOPS (with the same net charge) a feature that was also observed for KRAS. Partitioning of the RAF domains in liquid ordered phases were investigated. SPR and imaging analysis using the L14 composition and L11 composition showed a clear preference of RBDCRD and CRD for disordered regions (Fig. 3, B and C) . RBDCRD partitions at only about 7% in the liquid ordered region (Fig. 3C) . RBDCRD Halo-tagged constructs showed detectable membrane localization via confocal imaging (Fig. 2D, lower panel) providing a qualitative visual representation of RBDCRD partitioning to the uncharged liposome L1 and some charged liposomes (L3, L6, L12).
An interaction driven by electrostatics should be modulated by varying the amount of MgCl 2 which is known for shielding charged lipids. We performed experiments with both CRD and RBDCRD at 0, 1, and 5 mM MgCl 2 . A decrease in the MgCl 2 concentration clearly improved both CRD and RBDCRD partitioning (Fig. S4) .
Not surprisingly, RBDCRD displays faster dissociation from the membrane than KRAS. Typically, for L3 negatively charged liposomes RBDCRD dissociates three times faster than KRAS with a weight-averaged half-life of 6 s compared with 18 s for KRAS. It also dissociates with a much faster dissociation rate from neutral DOPC membranes (approximately hundreds of milliseconds, close to the limit of detection) and combined fast and slow dissociating populations of RBDCRD were observed for all negatively charged liposomes (Fig. 3, D and E and Table   S1 ). Unlike KRAS, for RBDCRD the populations distribution seems to correlate with the negatively charged lipid ratio.
Ceramides have also been suggested to contribute to RAF1 partitioning through direct interaction with CRD (26) . Noncharged liposomes containing various amounts of ceramides L15 and L16 were prepared and analyzed. The inclusion of ceramides did not increase membrane partitioning compared with DOPC alone, confirming the electrostatic nature of RBDCRD membrane interaction (Fig. S5 ).
HVR partitioning, dissociation, and secondary structure on liposomes
The hypervariable region of all RAS isoforms constitutes their primary anchor point to the membrane. In the case of KRAS, the presence of the polylysine stretch electrostatically drives the protein toward negatively charged lipids. The HVR and full-length KRAS show differences in their partitioning in negatively charged membranes (L3). KRAS partitions (83%) slightly better to the membrane than its membrane anchoring region (76%) (Fig. 4A) . Interbilayer transfer combined with energy transfer-based approaches suggested that lipid-anchored macromolecules may dissociate from bilayers severalfold faster than the isolated anchor (27) . Here we observe a similar trend whereby KRAS dissociates from L3 negatively charged membrane twice as fast as its isolated anchor (Fig. 4D) . Both exhibit similar two-state dissociations with similar ϳ10 s fast half-lives. Weight-averaged half-lives differ by about 2-fold, 17 s and 35 s for HVR and KRAS, respectively. 
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Membrane-associated HVR secondary structure can give insights into the extent that each amino acid interacts with the membrane. Recently, the structure of the full HVR was solved in complex with the chaperone protein PDE6␦ (28) . In one of the two crystal forms the HVR is folded as an ␣-helix, suggesting that KRAS HVR is intrinsically able to fold into an ␣-helix. CD spectra obtained from HVR-associated neutral L1 and negatively charged L3 membranes exhibited a single minimum at 197 nm, which is indicative of unfolded proteins (Fig. S3d) . Despite this measurement being an average of membrane-associated (76%) and aqueous species in equilibrium, the predominant unfolded signal strongly suggests that the HVR alone would be mostly disordered regardless of the membrane charge. It is worth noting that other small positively charged peptides demonstrate the ability to fold upon binding to negatively charged membranes under similar conditions (29).
Influence of posttranslational modifications on KRAS membrane partitioning
KRAS is subject to two major modifications that result in membrane localization. During its processing, the addition of an O-methylation to the C terminus of the terminal cysteine occurs in addition to the S-isoprenylation of the CAAX motif. Carboxymethylation has been shown to provide a decrease in free energy by ϳ6 kJ/mol, which increases the fraction of membrane-associated protein by ϳ60% with significant biological implications (19, 30) . Our SPR platform delivers very similar results with a 6.2 kJ/mol free energy difference and a 55% increase in membrane-associated fraction between KRAS farnesylated methylated and KRAS farnesylated.
The importance of Ser-181 phosphorylation in KRAS is unclear, with some work reporting a weaker affinity for the membrane that results in decreased MAPK pathway activity (31, 32) . Other studies support increased signaling because of a reorganization of KRAS at the membrane with minimal changes in membrane affinity (33, 34) . To understand the effect of the phosphorylated Ser-181 KRAS two mutants at this position were tested for membrane partitioning: the phosphomimetic mutant S181E as well as the alanine mutant S181A. Because the recombinantly expressed and purified mutants were only 83% carboxymethylated (the remaining 17% was just farnesylated), the WT KRAS was diluted with farnesylated 
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KRAS only to achieve 83% total methylation in the sample. Two independent S181E samples were run and were 66% membrane-associated with a 1% difference between both samples. KRAS WT and the S181A neutral mutant were 75 and 73% membrane-associated, respectively (Fig. 4B) . This ϳ10% difference on KRAS membrane localization seen at a biophysical level could have a significant impact on MAPK signaling pathway if similar in cells. Previous studies had demonstrated that Ser-181 phosphorylation does not dislodge KRAS immediately from the PM in cells (34) . Our results quantify the reduced free energy of KRAS membrane partitioning because of the phosphorylation at Ser-181.
Previously, a combination of simulation and mutational analysis performed on HRAS led to a model where GTP-and GDP-bound KRAS would interact with the membrane differently, which could influence their relative membrane affinity (35) . Here we tested for differential nucleotide-dependent affinity of KRAS and find no difference in membrane partitioning (Fig. S3c) .
Effector modulation of KRAS membrane partitioning and dissociation
KRAS activates the MAPK pathway through GTP-dependent binding to RAF1. Understanding how this interaction might influence KRAS membrane partitioning properties requires complex experimental conditions. To probe this interaction, we injected equimolar mixtures of RBD or RBDCRD with KRAS containing either GDP or GppNHp. RBDCRD caused a slight increase in the membrane partition of KRASGppNHp compared with KRAS-GDP, however RBD had no impact in KRAS membrane partitioning (Fig. 4, C and F) . This membrane partitioning increase of RBDCRD/KRAS complex can be attributed to the added membrane affinity contribution of RBDCRD. The nucleotide-dependent effect is noticeable both in negatively charged L3 membranes whereby KRAS/ RBDCRD complex membrane-associated fraction increases from 82 to 88% and neutral membranes where this fraction increased from 8 to 22% (Fig. 4F) . Confirmation of the nucleotide-dependent binding of RBD to KRAS was obtained by using a fluorescent-tagged HaloTag Alexa Fluor 660 RBD on phase-separated GUVs (Fig. 4E) . A clear membrane relocation of RBD is noticed only when KRAS is loaded with GppNHp. It is worth noting here that at the concentrations used in this experiment no RBD membrane partitioning is detectable.
We also investigated other established and putative KRAS protein-binding partners for their ability to impact KRAS membrane-partitioning properties. Calmodulin is reported to specifically bind to KRAS and facilitate its dissociation from membranes independent of the nucleotide state (36 -41) . The structure of KRAS complexed with PDE6␦, the well-characterized farnesyl-binding protein, was recently solved (28) . Galectin3 is proposed to be involved in KRAS distribution at the membrane (42) (43) (44) , although no mechanism of action has yet been elucidated. Membrane partitioning of the three individual binding partners was tested first. No membrane partitioning into negatively charged L3 membrane was observed with calmodulin or PDE6␦. However, galectin3 showed a low-level membrane partitioning (data not shown). Mixtures of KRAS and calmodulin at different calmodulin/KRAS molar ratios 0.12, 0.25, 0.37, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8, and 1 were injected on negatively charged L3 membranes. Direct comparison of relative binding isotherms at various molar ratios clearly shows that calmodulin decreases the amount of KRAS protein at the membrane at equilibrium (Fig. 5A) . Similar experiments were performed with PDE6␦ and galectin3 using chaperone/KRAS molar ratios of 0, 0.5, and 1 (Fig. 5C) . PDE6␦ was also able to decrease the amount of KRAS at the membrane at equilibrium; however, the inclusion of galectin3 resulted in a slight increase in overall partitioning. Fig. 5E displays the normalized stoichiometries (i.e. amount of KRAS molecules per liposome) which allows us to quantitatively compare the effect of each chaperone. As mentioned previously, for both calmodulin and PDE6␦, the stoichiometry decreases with increasing amounts of chaperones reaching normalized values of 0.36 and 0.66, respectively, at equimolar ratios. This difference between the two chaperones implies that calmodulin is more efficient at preventing KRAS membrane adsorption. The slight increase in stoichiometry in the presence of galectin3 is likely because of the small membrane partitioning of galectin3 itself. Phosphorylated KRAS at position 181 was proposed to inhibit calmodulin KRAS binding and consequently abolish calmodulin's effect on KRAS membrane partitioning (40, 41) . The phosphomimetic mutant KRAS S181E was used in place of KRAS WT in a similar experimental format. Comparison of the normalized stoichiometry values showed that a phosphomimetic at Ser-181 on KRAS has no effect on calmodulin-KRAS membrane interplay (Fig. 5E) .
Interestingly, this experimental set up showed that calmodulin also had an impact on KRAS dissociation rate. Although the weight-averaged half-life appeared to increase slightly, the population ratios are drastically affected by the gradual addition of calmodulin. The fast dissociating population decreasing from 45 to 0% (Table S2 ). PDE6␦ showed a similar effect of decreasing KRAS dissociation at high PDE6␦ concentrations with minimal changes on the populations (Fig. 5C and Table  S2 ). Galectin3 influence on KRAS dissociation is plotted on Fig.  5F . However, no attempt was made to quantify this effect because of its convolution with galectin3 self-dissociation from the membrane.
Because the galectin3 results failed to show a significant impact on KRAS membrane interaction, we decided to analyze its direct interaction with KRAS at a biophysical level because most of the literature on galectin3 KRAS interaction relies on in-cell observation (45) . Using a traditional protein-protein interaction approach by SPR, direct binding between galectin3, KRAS, and RAF1 RBD was investigated. No direct interaction was detected between galectin3 and KRAS or RBD up to 10 M (Fig. S2, a and b) . Injection of active KRAS/RBD complex onto galectin3 also did not show binding up to 10 M (Fig. S2c) . In addition, galectin3 had no effect on the binding of RBD to KRAS at concentrations up to 100 M to RBD without affecting its K D for active KRAS (Fig. S2d) .
Discussion
We have developed an experimental format that enables the analysis of a panel of liposomes and uses SPR technology to extract quantitative parameters of the interaction between
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KRAS and a series of model membranes. One such parameter is the residence time. We show that KRAS spontaneously associates to and dissociates from the membrane with fast kinetics (seconds). For both KRAS and RBDCRD the presence of negatively charged lipids creates an additional dissociation rate that suggests the association and dissociation mechanisms involves at least two separate events: Initial membrane bilayer attachment through nonspecific electrostatic interaction responsible for the fast on-rate and slow off-rate followed by specific insertion of hydrophobic and aromatic residues into the interfacial and hydrocarbon core regions of the lipid bilayer. For KRAS this phenomenon has been well-studied and involves both electrostatic adsorption of the polylysine repeat subsequently stabilized by insertion of the farnesyl moiety. A similar mechanism for RAF1 RBDCRD suggests a relatively deep insertion of hydrophobic amino acids following an initial nonspecific electrostatic membrane adsorption. Partial insertion of CRD in the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer via two hydrophobic loops was recently suggested by Travers et al. (46) . Analysis of RAF1 domains reveals that RBD, CRD, and RBDCRD all contain excess positive charges and high isoelectric points 9.5, 8.9, and 9.2, respectively. The direct correlation between the population ratios of RBDCRD and charge ratio of the membrane along with the high pI supports the two-step hypothetical mechanism for 
RBDCRD membrane interaction: (i) nonspecific electrostatic interaction and (ii) deeper insertion of hydrophobic residues.
KRAS exhibits a more complex adsorption/desorption mechanism revealed by the 2-fold increase in the slower dissociating population with respect to the liposome charge ratio. Such a difference implies an additional KRAS clustering triggered by the presence of negatively charged lipids or to a reorganization of the negatively charged lipids in microdomains that increases their contribution. The significant increase in membrane adsorbed KRAS molecules from neutral L1 liposomes (ϳ500) to charged L3 liposomes (ϳ3000) would allow such clustering to occur. It has also been observed both in vitro (29, 47) and in vivo (48, 49) that negatively charged lipids can enhance clustering of positively charged proteins and peptides at specific foci on membranes. It is worth noting that the HVR alone could trigger such a clustering event independent of residues in the G-domain. In such a scenario, the clustered fraction would undergo a slow dissociation and the isolated KRAS molecules would constitute the fast dissociating population. In this model the KRAS adsorption process would have three components: (i) nonspecific electrostatic interaction, (ii) deeper insertion of the farnesyl moiety, and (iii) reorganization of KRAS interacting lipids (i.e. PS, PE, cholesterol) into microdomains promoting KRAS molecules clustering (Fig. 6) .
RAF1 CRD is essential for RAF1 membrane partitioning. For all lipid compositions tested, the CRD domain displayed better membrane partitioning than the RBD, suggesting that it is indeed driving the interaction with the membrane (Fig. 2E) . To our surprise, the CRD domain exhibited very little membrane partitioning compared with the RBDCRD domain. Several hypotheses can support such a phenomenon. We showed that RBD and CRD individually partition with a low but nonnegligible free energy into negatively charged membranes (Fig. 2E) . Combining both domains could multiply and thus enhance their avidity. A structural hypothesis would suggest that proper folding of the CRD domain might not be possible as an isolated domain and requires association with its adjacent RBD sequence to adopt the proper lipid recognition motif.
The importance of a lipidated hypervariable region for membrane localization has been well-studied (5, 35, 50 -52) . On the negatively charged L3 liposomes, KRAS G-domain alone showed marginal membrane partition up to 100 M (data not shown) confirming that membrane anchoring requires the hypervariable region. We also observed a 2-fold slower dissociation of HVR compared with KRAS which can be explained via two general mechanisms whereby a globular hydrophilic portion can influence the rate of conjugate desorption. First, the transfer of a molecule from a large complex to an aqueous solution generates a gain in translational and rotational entropy. Second, the adsorption of a flexible polymer to a bilayer will significantly lower its conformational entropy. The contribution of these two factors are predicted to scale with their molecular weights in the first case and their polymerization number in the second case (53, 54) . This increased dissociation of KRAS with respect to its HVR portion is combined with an increase (between ϳ7 and 15%) in membrane partitioning for KRAS. This observation favors a contribution from G-domain residues in stabilizing the membrane adsorption as described previously (55) . Using paramagnetic relaxation enhancement NMR to analyze tethered KRAS residues preferential orientation with respect to negatively charged nanodiscs, Ikura and co-workers (56) also suggested a contribution from specific residues in the G-domain that would favor, in a nucleotide-specific mechanism, two specific orientations of membrane-associated KRAS. Although this seems contradictory with the absence of membrane partitioning for a G-domainonly KRAS, it is possible that membrane localization is required for the G-domain residues to contribute. 
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It is worth noting that the uncertainty range in membrane partitioning between KRAS and HVR is a consequence of KRAS being recombinantly expressed and not 100% carboxymethylated contrary to the synthetic HVR peptide. Determination of the partition coefficient for the noncarboxymethylated KRAS confirmed that even small variations in carboxymethylation affect the overall membrane partitioning. Although only samples that were at least 85% methylated were used in this study, given the contribution of the methylation, an ϳ15% range has a noticeable impact. A G-domain contribution would also explain the only 2-fold difference in dissociation given the ϳ8-fold molecular weight difference between KRAS and HVR.
For all proteins the fractional membrane-associated values were plotted against free energy of membrane partitioning with nonlinear curves. This representation allows direct assessment of the contribution of lipids and protein modifications on the membrane protein fraction. The nonlinear fitting shows that a protein membrane-associated fraction is not linearly proportional to the free energy of membrane partitioning. Instead, depending on its membrane-binding characteristics and the membrane composition, each membrane-associated protein has a free energy of membrane partitioning required to give 50% membrane partitioning. At this free energy regime, minor contributions to the free energy impact the fractional value significantly.
To determine KRAS lipid preference we first analyzed the influence of the lipid polar headgroups. Our results confirm the importance of the electrostatics in KRAS membrane interaction. Interestingly, Fig. 1C shows how variation of the membrane charge state between 0 and 30% (ϳ8 kJ/mol) affects KRAS membrane distribution. This agrees with cell-based studies in which KRAS is preferentially localized with the negatively charged plasma membrane compared with the less negatively charged endomembranes (57) . Analysis of the KRAS stoichiometry and lipid to solute ratio results at saturation reveals that the two PS-containing lipid compositions which are cholesterol free can accommodate more KRAS molecules and thus showed lower (Table S3) . Cholesterol is known to increase the packing of disordered bilayers, which explains how a more densely packed membrane accommodates fewer farnesyl moieties. The effect of the ordered/nonordered state of acyl chains on KRAS membrane interaction was also studied by increasing temperature. Decreased membrane partitioning of KRAS was observed at high temperature (Fig. S3) . Although more disordered acyl chains favor better insertion of the farnesyl group, increasing the kinetic energy also disrupts biomolecular interactions (hydrogen bonds, electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions) and lowers KRAS membrane partitioning.
Comparison of the kinetics of KRAS desorption from the 10 different liposomes (L1-L10) recapitulating the general lipid headgroup composition of the inner leaflet suggests an increased amount of interaction decreasing the off-rate for some compositions. These additional interactions are more pronounced for the PE and cholesterol containing liposomes. Phosphatidylethanolamines are the most prevalent lipid headgroup in the inner leaflet. Their primary amine moiety's ability is to establish hydrogen bond interactions with other lipids but potentially also membrane-adsorbed proteins might explain this slower rate of desorption. Cholesterol molecules increase packing in the membrane that might be involved in trapping the inserted farnesyl chains causing a delay in their release.
The suggestion that raft signaling platforms (58, 59) are important in the MAPK pathway is of interest because of raft's ability to segregate RAS isoforms into domains of various rigidity (2) . Despite the inner leaflet being made of mostly polyunsaturated lipids, not subject to phase separation, visualization of inner leaflet microdomains in cells confirmed the existence of a mechanism for transferring the outer leaflet rigidity to the inner leaflet (60) . Teres et al. (61) also observed weaker KRAS partitioning into cell membranes enriched in the raft forming lipid sphingomyelin compared with polyunsaturated PE lipids . Several studies demonstrated that the single farnesyl moiety of KRAS does not partition in raft signaling platforms or in vitro liquid ordered domain (6, 62) . Analysis of L11 and L14 lipid compositions that generate liquid ordered domains using, both SPR and imaging confirmed the absence of KRAS partitioning in these raftlike domains.
In contrast to KRAS, RAF1 is a protein that is mainly localized in the cytoplasm. We showed that its membrane-interacting segment RBDCRD exhibits features of a membrane-associated protein. Consistent with the general properties of the full-length RAF1, RBDCRD showed faster desorption kinetics than KRAS. As seen for KRAS, RBDCRD dissociation only follows first-order kinetics for the neutral lipid composition which suggests that the fast component of the dissociation is because of dissociation from the neutral lipids and the slow component is caused by additional interaction with other lipids. Analysis of the half-lives based on the lipid composition seems to correlate with stronger interaction with PE containing liposomes. We believe that these interactions could be hydrogen bonding events with the protein. The distribution of the RBDCRD membrane-associated fractions over this range of lipid composition confirms that its interaction with the membrane is both electrostatic and stabilized by additional interaction with lipids such as PE and cholesterol. Contrary to KRAS, RBDCRD fractional membrane-associated values do not feature two separate populations of neutral and charged lipid compositions that display weak and good membrane partition, respectively. Instead, the fractional values corresponding to various lipid compositions are distributed along a nonlinear curve (Fig. 3C) . This distribution suggests a differential contribution of the electrostatic interaction relative to free energy of membrane partitioning required to give 50% membrane partitioning. At this free energy regime, RBDCRD electrostatic contribution is less, giving contribution of other lipids such as PE and cholesterol a greater importance. However, by decreasing MgCl 2 and thereby changing the free energy regime we increased the contribution of the electrostatic interaction with respect to PE and cholesterol (Fig. S4b) . Like KRAS in a liquid disordered phase, the addition of cholesterol also seemed to increase the fraction of membrane-associated RBDCRD suggesting a deep enough insertion for the cholesterol trapping mechanism to occur. Surprisingly, RBDCRD partitions in the liquid disordered region of phase separated vesicles. This observation, which was confirmed both by SPR and imaging in giant vesicles, dovetails with the relatively deep penetration of the protein for it to sense the Quantitative analysis of KRAS membrane interaction repulsive packing effect of the liquid ordered phase. Similarly, to KRAS, strong electrostatics are necessary but not sufficient to promote RBDCRD membrane partitioning. Efficient partitioning can only occur when the membrane is in a liquid disordered phase. The RAF1 kinase would therefore not be able to efficiently interact with putative raft domains. Interestingly, all active RAS isoforms are localized in the nonraft domains and artificially directing RAF1 to the opposite raftlike domain results in absence of MAPK signaling (63) . The propensity of RAF1 and all active RAS isoforms to localize in similar lipid microdomains should increase interactions and synergize MAPK signaling. Because this RBDCRD domain is mostly conserved between RAF kinases isoforms, ARAF and BRAF could also behave similarly.
Contrary to a previous report (26), we did not observe RBDCRD binding to ceramide containing liposomes. This could be attributed to differences in experimental setups. Most reported work on CRD ceramide interaction were performed on platforms such as lipid stripes which do not reflect a physiological lamellar phase. Our observation suggests that CRD membrane partitioning is primarily electrostatically driven. Ceramides being neutral lipids would therefore not contribute significantly to RBDCRD partitioning.
RAS/RAF membrane localization is a critical step in MAPK pathway activation. Our data show a differential partitioning for RAS and RAF1 domains dictated by specific lipid headgroups. Beyond the electrostatic effect, PS containing lipids displayed better affinity than PA. Qualitative comparison of our results with an in vitro MEK phosphorylation activity assay developed by Jansen et al. (64) in which KRAS and MEK are added to a cell lysate containing BRAF in presence of various liposomes shows good correlation with their phospholipid dependences.
Because KRAS and RBDCRD both interact with negatively charged membranes, it is difficult to quantify the effect of RBDCRD on KRAS membrane interaction. Our results show that RBDCRD increases the membrane partitioning of KRAS/ RBDCRD complexes in a GTP-dependent manner. This effect, which was detected for both charged and uncharged membranes, was not observed with the shorter RBD. Considering that RBDCRD has a stronger membrane affinity than RBD, this suggests that RBDCRD synergizes KRAS membrane partitioning when bound to it. Conversely, the RBD contribution to membrane partitioning would not be sufficient to modify KRAS/RBD complexes membrane partitioning properties. At the cellular level, it is likely that RAF1 kinase behaves like RBDCRD and potentially synergizes even more the KRAS membrane partitioning.
Previous in vitro studies showed that although PDE6␦ can bind KRAS, it was not able to alter KRAS membrane interaction, suggesting that PDE6␦ would dissociate from KRAS upon membrane partitioning (39, 65) . Our data suggest that both calmodulin and PDE6␦ can passively sequester the non-membrane-associated pool of KRAS (Fig. 5, A, C, and E) . Analysis of KRAS remaining membrane fraction emphasizes that calmodulin passive sequestration is more efficient. Interestingly, dissociation analysis suggests that calmodulin tends to deplete the fast membrane dissociating KRAS pool whereas PDE6␦ did not show such selectivity (Fig. 5, B and D) . PDE6␦ effect on KRAS would therefore be only a passive sequestration in the cytoplasm of spontaneously dissociated KRAS from membranes whereas calmodulin effect would be more targeted toward the fast dissociating KRAS population.
Galectin3 is frequently mentioned as a KRAS chaperone that reorganizes KRAS membrane distribution (42, 45) . Our results did not confirm any direct interplay between galectin3, RBD, and KRAS irrespective of nucleotide state (Fig. S2) . It is worth noting that aside from in vitro FRET (45) , no direct interaction has been detected between galectin3 and KRAS suggesting that the potential interplay between galectin3 and activated KRAS at the membrane might involve additional proteins as suggested by Cheresh and co-workers (66) .
KRAS membrane interaction has been studied extensively in formats ranging from whole organisms to synthetic models. Comparison of these various studies is often difficult considering their experimental conditions and the various techniques used. Here we performed a comprehensive in vitro biophysical study to identify factors that influence KRAS/RAF1 membrane interaction by focusing on lipids constituting the PM inner leaflet and a selection of known or putative binding partners modulating KRAS recruitment to the PM. Our results show that KRAS and RAF1 domains interact with the membrane primarily through electrostatic interactions with negatively charged lipids reinforced by additional interactions involving phosphatidyl ethanolamine and cholesterol. RAF1 RBDCRD interacts with the membrane significantly stronger than the isolated RBD, CRD domains and synergizes KRAS membrane partitioning. Calmodulin and PDE6␦, but not galectin3, passively sequester KRAS and prevent it from partitioning into the PM. RAF1 RBDCRD interacts with membranes preferentially at nonraft lipid domains. The carboxyterminal O-methylation is crucial for KRAS membrane localization. These results better define how KRAS-membrane interaction can be tuned by multiple factors. These key factors that modulate KRAS-membrane interaction constitute targets that could lead to new drug discovery approaches aiming at disrupting this crucial interaction.
Experimental procedures
All lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL): DOPC, DOPS, DOPE, DOPA, egg sphingomyelin (PSM), PIP2, cholesterol, POPC, POPS, egg ceramide, DPPS, and DPPC. KRAS4b 167-188 C-terminal farnesylated methylated peptide (hereafter referred to as HVR) was purchased from Anaspec. The DOPE labeled with Atto 647N (Atto 647 DOPE) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Constructs for protein expression were produced using Gateway recombination-based cloning as described previously by Esposito et al. (67) using either PCR-amplified products or synthetic DNA as starting materials. Destination vectors used were Escherichia coli T7-based expression vectors based on pET42 and incorporating various purification and solubility tags as noted in the supporting information. All clones were fully sequence verified throughout the insert regions.
Liposomes were prepared from lipid stock solutions in chloroform and mixed at the desired molar composition (c.f. Table  1 ). Most of the chloroform was evaporated in a gaseous nitroQuantitative analysis of KRAS membrane interaction gen stream and afterward dried overnight under vacuum to remove the remaining solvent and then stored at 20°C. Before the experiments, the lipids were resuspended in ϳ1 ml 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgCl 2 , 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP and vortexed to yield a theoretical total lipid concentration of 6 mM. After hydration, the lipid solution was sonicated for 5 min at 40°C (65°C for the DPPC-containing mixtures) followed by five freeze-thaw-vortex cycles and another brief sonication. Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were formed by extrusion through a polycarbonate filter with a 100-nm pore diameter. The extruded solution was then diluted to a concentration of 1 mM.
SPR experiments were carried out in a Biacore S200 instrument from GE Healthcare. Temperature was set at 25°C or 37°C for all experiments. A 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, 5 M GDP with MgCl 2 ranging from 0 to 5 mM solution was used as running buffer for experiments using KRAS in the inactive state. Alternatively, GDP was replaced with 5 M GppNHp for experiments using KRAS in the active state. The flow system was primed three times before initiating an experiment. The L1 sensor chip was used in all experiments. The sensor chip surface was rinsed with three injections of 20 mM CHAPS before LUV deposition. 1 mM lipid LUV samples were injected over the L1 sensor chip for 900 s, at a 2 l/min flow rate. Typical RU values for DOPC, DOPC:DOPS (70:30), and DOPC:DOPS: DOPE:Chol (15:30:30:25) LUV depositions were ϳ7000, ϳ7000, and ϳ8,000, respectively. Loose vesicles were removed with a 36-s injection of 10 mM NaOH at 50 l/min. Proteins at defined concentrations (between 0.2 and 50 M) were injected over pre-formed lipid vesicle-coated surfaces at 30 l/min, for a total of 60 s (association phase). Solutes were allowed to dissociate for 300 s. L1 sensor chip surface regeneration was performed with sequential injections of 20 mM CHAPS (5 l/min for 60 s). Baseline response values were compared before and after each experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the surface regeneration. Raw SPR sensorgram data were collected for both lipid deposition and solute binding. LUV deposition response values were collected from sensorgrams upon reaching a stable response. For each studied molecule, association steady-state response values were collected from individual sensorgrams at t ϭ 60 s. Dissociation response data were collected between 60 and 360 s of each sensorgram.
Electroformation of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) was performed according to published protocols (68, 69) . To ensure mixing of all lipid components we performed electroformation at ϳ55°C. Vesicles were electroformed in solution containing 350 mM sucrose (ϳ350 mOsm). Lipids were mixed according to Table 1 . After electroformation 1 l of GUV solution was gently transferred to a homemade polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard) chamber containing 100 l of protein solution (100 nM protein in 25 mM HEPES buffer with 150 mM KCl and 1 mM TCEP, 5 mM MgCl 2 , osmotically balanced to 320 mOsm). The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 10 min and imaged immediately thereafter.
Halo-tagged proteins were incubated for 40 min with HaloTag Alexa Fluor 660 Ligand (Promega) at a 1:1.2 proteinto-dye ratio. The mixture was subsequently buffer exchanged into 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP using a prepacked PD-10 column as per the manufacturer's instructions. Halo-tagged proteins were then concentrated using an Amicon centrifugal filter device 10,000 MWCO at 4°C.
GUVs were imaged on a spinning disc confocal microscope (Nikon) at 60ϫ magnification (Zeiss, 63ϫ Plan Apochromat 1.4 NA, oil), and analyzed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health).
